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1. About
“QCM Analyzer” is an HTML/Javascript program for analyzing and postprocessing QCM log files. This version supports QCM Research and
CrystalTek files. Key features include:







Computation of frequency rates using central difference
Automatic calculation of delta-deltas
Ability to perform TGA and support for reference curves
Removal of multiple headers and joining of appended datasets
Shifting of comments from new lines to the last column
Graphical user interface with dual X/Y axis and zooming

2. Requirements
The analyzer runs within a web-browser and has been tested in Mozilla
Firefox, Google Chrome, and Internet Explorer. As Internet Explorer does
not support resizable elements, it is recommended that you use either
Firefox or Chrome to run it.
3. Tutorial
If the code was delivered as “qcm_analyzer.txt”, start by renaming the
file to “qcm_analyzer.html”. Double click the file to open it. If IE is
your default browser, right click and select Open With, Mozilla Firefox
or Google Chrome. You should see a window similar to Figure 1.

Figure 1. Blank startup window

Next, drag and drop “M2000.log” into the empty white area. It will turn
yellow during the drag.

Figure 2. Drag and drop the QCM log file to load it

You should next see the view shown below in Figure 3. The analyzer loaded
multiple channels from the log file, and frequency for the first channel
is being shown. Each dataset contains several options controlling the
graphing output. The first two check boxes control whether the line
and/or markers are shown. The X1/X2 and Y1/Y2 radio buttons control which
axis to use for plotting. The final colored button allows you to change
the default color.
The axis properties are controlled using the top set of input boxes. The
buttons at the end of each axes allow you to rescale the axis
automatically based on range of all data sets plotted on that particular
axes. You can also to use the “view undo” button to return to the previous
view.

TGA buttons
View Undo
Axis auto-rescale
Plot line/markers

Time stamp for left-most data point
Figure 3.QCM analyzer showing frequency

Also note that a link to download “output.txt” appeared in the top right
corner. Click the link, and you will get an option to save the postprocessed data. This file contains the loaded data, but with multiple
appended datasets joined together, comments moved to a separate column,
frequency rate set from central difference, and delta-delta computed as
shown below. This file can be opened with Excel for additional analysis.

Figure 4. Dialog box for saving data

Figure 5. The post-processed data can be opened in Excel. Note that comments are moved
to a new column

Next, we take a look at frequency rate. Click the check boxes for both
“line” and “markers”, and also select “Y2”. Next, use the vertical
rescale button next to Y2 axes to rescale the data. Since this will yield
some very negative values, type in a more reasonable minimum range (like
0) into the “min” box. Also set the spacing to 500.

Figure 6. Comparison of frequency and frequency rate

We next take a look at “delta delta”. In the plot below, the delta-delta
is plotted on Y2 and rate is now on Y1.

Figure 7. The analyzer automatically computes delta deltas

The figure below shows delta deltas for the four channels present in
this data file, showing the rates saw by the four QCMs track each other
really well.

Figure 8. Comparison of delta-deltas from four QCMs

4. TGA
The analyzer also allows you to compute TGA. Reload the analyzer by
pressing F5. Next drag and drop “M2000-tga.log”. Frequency and crystal
temperature for this data file is shown below.

Figure 9. Frequency and temperature from “M2000-tga.log” file

Notice the TGA performed around hour 40. Use the mouse to highlight the
region between 40 and 46. Double click in the highlighted yellow box to
zoom in.

Figure 10. Use the mouse to highlight the region of interest. Then double click to
zoom in.

The figure below shows the zoomed in view. You can always easily return
to the default view by clicking the rescale button next to X1 axis or
return to previous view using the “undo” button.

Figure 11. Zoomed in view after double clicking.

Next, highlight the first TGA (the region corresponding to the linearly
increasing temperature). Then click the “T” button.

Figure 12. Highlight the first TGA and click the “T” button

Clicking the “T” button will generate a TGA plot. The “X” axis is the
temperature and the “Y” axis the derivative of frequency in respect to
temperature. The “X” button can be used to close this plot.

Figure 13. TGA plot

Also note that a new link to save “tga.txt” appeared in the top corner.
You can use this to save the TGA data, and load into Excel. Also, note
that the TGA is computed for the first channel with “frequency” plotted
either as a line or markers.

Figure 14.tga.txt data loaded into Excel

The analyzer also supports reference TGA curves. Highlight the second
bakeoff, and click the “R” button. The TGA plot is automatically updated
by subtracting this reference curve. By comparing the plot below to
Figure 16, you may notice some slight differences.

Figure 15. Select the second TGA and press “R” button to subtract the reference curve

The TGA calculation and reference curves subtraction can also be
performed using the keyboard alone. To do this, set the “X1” range to
span the TGA. Then press the “T” button. Next, set the “X1” range to
cover the reference curve. Press the “R” button to subtract the reference
curve.

Figure 16. TGA curve with reference curve subtracted out

5. Delta Delta Calculation
This section briefly discusses how the code computes delta deltas. This
section uses screen-shots from an earlier version of the analyzer. Since
a typical QCM collection contains numerous crystal bake offs, it’s first
necessary to remove these. The code does this automatically by looking
for times when the crystal temperature is increasing. The figure below
shows the correlation between the frequency rate and the crystal
temperature rate.

Figure 17. Comparison of frequency rates and crystal temperature. The correlation
between the two is clearly visible.

The temperature rate is used to “binarize” the data, by marking time
ranges when QCM was sampling (1) and when it was being baked off (0).
This is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Automatic determination of times when QCM collection was active

Next, the code picks up frequency rates at 15 minute interval in the
“sampling” blocks and fits a cubic spline to the points. The end points
of each block are also collected. The fitted cubic is shown below in
green.

Figure 19. Cubic spline fit to frequency rates at 15 minute intervals in the
“sampling” regions

Since frequency rate is now approximated by a piece-wise analytical
function, delta delta can now be obtained from the first derivative.

Figure 20. Derivative of the cubic spline gives the delta-delta

6. Revision List
version 0.3, added the following features, 8/19/2015
-

fixed background text highlighting in chrome when dragging mouse to
select zoom area
performing TGA and TGA-R using the keyboard alone using "T" and "R"
buttons

-

-

changed elapsed time in output.txt from minutes to hours per user
request
fixed resize handle not showing up in Chrome. Learned that Chrome
does not allow shrinking. Also changed the default size to 600x400
since IE does not support resizing
TGA limits are "niced" to the nearest 10 and 1
added time stamp for start of x data to the xy plot
fixed TGA plot not reappearing after closing
added view undo

version 0.2, adding support for CrystalTek QCM, 6/8/2015
version 0.1, initial release, 6/1/2015
-

supports QCM research log files
multiple headers are stripped and data appended
comments are moved to a new column
rate is recomputed using central difference
delta-delta is computed by automatically fitting cubic to non-crystal
bakeout data
tga can be computed by user using user interface
user interface supports multiple channels, two X and two Y axis
view can be zoomed in by double clicking selection
TGA can be computed by pressing T button
TGA reference curve can be subtracted by pressing R button

7. Contact
Questions/Comments/Bug reports/Suggestions?
Email me: lubos.brieda@particleincell.com

